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In Part I, the problems are described which the practicing engineer encounters who unwittingly
approaches the realization of IIR digital f'fiters for the first time. It is assumed that suitable de-
sign programs are available to calculate the coefficients, and it is desired only to implerfient the
filter. Elegant solutions are provided for some of the most intimidating problems typically en-
countered, which are: 1) input scaling requirements, 2) truncation noise propagation and recircu-
lafion, and 3)accurate low critical-frequency filtering. It is shown that the Direct Form I non-
canonic topology is the best for use in the digital filtering of audio, and while 16/32-bit DSP
chips such as the TMS32010 or the ADSP-2100 can be used in many high-fidelity applications,
they will not meet the most demanding requirements. In Part II, we cover the DSP theory and
the VLSI circuit implementation of a one-stage multirate 64:1 FIR decimator for use in one-bit
Sigma-Delta A/D applications

PART I - IIR Coefficient quantization, of itself, does not induce non-

linear behaviour. The foremost aberration in digital filter-
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF RECURSIVE DIGITAL ing is due to truncation noise. Truncation noise arises
FILTERS whenever a numerical result or operand must be foreshort-

ened to meet the limited precision of some element input,
I-0 INTRODUCTION be it a multiplier input or a succeeding falter stage. Trunca-

An expanded version of Patti of this paper, covering re- tion introduces error, hence nonlinearities, by lowering
cursive fdters, was previously published in the Journal [39] mathematical precision. Since the source of these errors is
this past November. Although there is some new material usually known, we can write deterministic equations char-
here delving further into Truncation Error Cancellation, we acterizing them in both the time and the frequency do-
will cover only the most important concepts, but we will mains. Analysis in the frequency domain is essential to ob-
not discuss them in as much detail. Wherever possible the taining an intuitive grasp of the problem. The outcome of
same figure, equation, and reference numbers have been the analysis should lead to a means of minimizing the im-
used as were in the Journal. pact of truncation noise and perhaps some other associated

Part II, which concerns itself with one-bit signal-width nonlinear effects.

FIR implementation for Sigma-Delta A/D applications, is Overflow is a phenomenon which occurs when numeri-
newmaterial, cal calculations within a fixed point filter exceed the

The design of digital filters and the implementation of largest number physically representable; vice versa for un-
digital filters can be carried out as two separate tasks. The derflow. If overflow is to be prevented at all cost, then the
design procedure involves the generation of the floating dynamic range of the digital filter will be overly con-
point coefficients, whereas the implementation involves strained to be less than that of the input signal. This is be-
the choice of topology, coefficient and signal wordlength, cause the input signal would need to be attenuated (scaled)
and handling of truncation (or rounding) effects. In this pa- prior to its entry to the filter circuit. This scaling is undesir-

per we will deal only with the implementation (Consult [1] able because the attainable S/Nat the filter output becomes
fordesignaspects.), compromised. We will find a topology in Section I-l.1

The word 'digital' as applied to audio means discrete which can deal with overflow using no scaling.
both in time and amplitude. Digital filters, then, are inher- Filter designs having extreme critical frequency ("cen-

ently nonlinear devices. A DSP (Digital Signal Processing) ter" or "cutoW' frequency near 0 or g) are difficult to im-
engineer must recognize and resolve aberrations from lin- plement unless the coefficient wordlength is adequate
ear behaviour. (about24 bits). Currently,24 bit processorsare available,
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such as the MotorolaDSP56000 series, which alleviates [1]. For these reasons, this paper deals exclusively with
this problem. If higher precision is needed, "residual coef- second order digital filters.
ficient coding" can be used Figure 3 shows the transposes of the Direct Forms I and

II. How many truncation error sources are there? How does

I-1 REVIEW OF TOPOLOGY each topology handle intermediate overflow in unity gain
Figure 1 shows the Direct Form I second order digital designs? Figure 4 shows more second order topologies.

filter. It has only one accumulator, hence only one source Does Direct FormII Transposehave the sameoverflow and
of truncation error. This error appears at the output of the truncation properties as Direct Form I? (Yes.)
accumulator and sounds like colored noise. The error oc-

curs because the accumulator is capable of producing 32 I-1.1 OVERFLOW AND JACKSON'S RULE
bit results but the multiplier and succeeding stage can only Leland B. Jackson [3] [5] has demonstrated an interest-

accept 16 bit inputs. Most DSP processors now have N-by- ing property of 2's complement arithmetic; namely, it is a
Nbit multipliers which produce 2N-bit results which the modulo arithmetic. In terms of digital filters this means

accumulators accept directly. So, the truncation error is re- that an accumulator may be allowed to experience interme-
stricted to the feedback paths in the Direct Form I. If we diate overflow, without necessarily having physical head-
could find a way to control the truncation noise recircula- room bits, and still yield the correct result. This will work
tion, this topology might be workable, if it is known ahead of time that the f'mal accumulation re-

Let us establish the term "unity gain filter", a filter sult is bounded by the physical wordlength of the accumu-
whose transfer function deviates in magnitude from unity lator; in DSP we call this unity gain design. Some exam-
but is usually less than unity. Some examples of unity ples of unity gain design are shown in Figure 6.
gain design are shown in Figure6. There is an apparent An example of Jackson's rule is given in Figure 5. A
contradiction in the boost filter in Figure6, but we can corollary to Jackson's rule allows overflowed operands as
argue that the boost raises low level signals to unity level input to the accumulator. It would be nice if there were a
or less at the filter output. If we were to design a unity similar rule for multipliers (this would be a good research
gain filter then we would expect the output level not to topic).
exceed unity, much of the time, therefore output over- In summary, using Jackson's rule and the Direct Form I

flow would not be a problem. If we could tolerate inter- we can eliminate the need for input scaling, using the unity
mediate overflows in the accumulator, which sometimes gain design criterion, since we have infinite headroom in
occur during calculations prior to final output, then we the accumulator.
would have no need to scale the input signal. If both
truncation and intermediate overflow were controllable I-1.2 FLOATING VERSUS FIXED POINT

using the Direct FormI, it would be a workable topology. At this point, interested readers may query that a float-
We will later see that we can gain control over both these ing point processor might obviate this overflow problem;
phenomena using Error Spectrum Shaping (ESS) and this is not necessarily true. As overflow begins to occur,
Jackson's rule, respectively, the floating point processor keeps track of the expanding

Figure 2 shows the Direct Form II (canonic) topology. MSBs of a large intermediate accumulation. It does so at
The same coefficient set produces the same filter transfer the expense of the LSBs which get thrown out. In contrast,

as for the Direct Form I. Using the Direct Form II, we an infinite headroom fixed point accumulator keeps track
would have two sources of truncation error to deal with; of the LSBs throughout all intermediate overflows at the
one at the output of each accumulator, permeating both the expense of the expanding MSBs which, usually, all be-
feedforward and feedback paths this time. Note that the come redundant at the final accumulation. The floating
state w(n) sees only the amplification of the input signal by point accumulator would thus introduce truncation error
the system poles (the recursive part, bi and bz); w(n) can into the LSBs whereas the fixed pointaccumulator would
become quite large as a result. There is an overflow prob- not.
lem here due to the five multiplier inputs that w(n) feeds; One place where a floating point processor would be-
these inputs cannot tolerate overflowed operands. So, we come handy is at interstage boundaries where, for high or-
are forced to limit the magnitude of w(n) which can only der filters consisting of cascades of second order stages,
be done by scaling the input signal, x(n). output overflow is likely to occur at any stage. Input scal-

Notice that when either the Direct Form I or II topolo- ing is generally required for fixed point high order filters at

gies are cascaded, they begin to look the same. High or- each stage because unity gain design can only be employed
der filters are most often designed by cascading second for the whole filter. A floating point processor would elim-
order sections (or 'stages') because the Direct Form real- inate the interstage scaling requirement, then, for high or-
ization of a high order filter would result in a geometric der filters. Even so, we always want to use Jackson's rule
growth in the problems we are dealing with. In audio, it is and fixed point arithmetic in the accumulator within each
customary to see Graphic and Parametric Equalizers con- .individual stage so that we can take advantage of the infi-
structed as arrangements of second order sections where nite headroom and LSB retention.

each section forms a complete filter. The lowpass bound Floating point processors will neither solve the trunca-
on the transition region of 6dB per octave per conjugate tion noise problem. Truncation noise abatement summons
pole pair does not exist in Moorer's second-order designs the greatest mantissa precision. In terms of tnmcation noise
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recirculation, the problem must be dealt with in exactly the bled. The same is true for 8=_ although not as popular a
same manner regardless of whether a 24-bit fixed point choice.
processor or a 24-bit with 8-bit-exponent floating point
processor is used. TABLE 1

ERROR FEEDBACK ZERO LOCATIONS FOR THE
I-2 TRUNCATION NOISE PROPAGATION POSITIVE TOPOLOGY

Figure 8 shows the truncation noise situation in a Direct
Fermi filter. The only recirculation of error occurs in the K 1 K2 REGION(O)
feedbackpaths.The truncationerror signal,e(n),emanat- +2 -1 0 twice
ing from the trancator box, Q, is a signed quantity that rep- -2 -1 ;g twice
resents the difference between the full precision output, +1 -1 _/3 once
y(n), and the truncated output, _ (n);i.e., -1 -1 2 _/3 once

+1 0 0 once

y(n)=_(n)+e(n) (6) -1 0 ;_ once
0 +1 0and7t once

In traditional implementations, e(n) is usually dis- 0 -1 ;_/2 once
carded. In the frequency domain, the truncated output
appearslike so: The region governedby the Kishouldbe chosento lay

^ closest to the region of amplification by the filter poles.
Y (z) = X(z)(5_ aiz-i) / (l - Y_biz-i) This Truncation Error Feedback technique is quite power-

- E(z) / (1 - _ biz-i) (9) ful and economical and has been used in the digital play-

back circuitry of commercial compact disc players.
This equation (9) says that the truncation error, E(z), is THD+N measurements contrasting non-error feedback

amplified by the system poles whether the f'fiter boosts or circuitry will show tens of decibels disparity. Further ref-
cuts! For many practical cases of high-fidelity audio filter- erences to this technique can be found in [39] and the
ing, this is a severe problem. Equation (9) will serve as our topic is collectively referred to as Error Spectrum Shap-
reference since this is the outcome if we do nothing about ing (ESS).
the output truncation error.

I-2.2 TRUNCATION ERROR CANCELLATION
I-2.1 TRUNCATION ERROR FEEDBACK The audio engineer will observe an opportunity in equa-

The network of Figure 11 shows one solution to the tion (13a) to set the Iq equal to the bi which has the effect
problem of truncation error recirculation. As can be seen of squelching the truncation noise to zero across the entire
from the figure, the truncation error, e(n), is being delayed audio band. In this case, mostly all that remains of the trnn-
(saved) and then fed back into the circuit. The multiplier cation noise in (13a) is the truncation error at the output it-
coefficients, K1 and K2, operating on the truncation error self, E(z) (3dB in magnitude at the 16 bit level), which
are trivial (having only one nonzero binary digit) and, does not feed back into the circuit and so does not become
therefore, do not use the hardware multiplier. The effect amplified.
that this error feedback has on the truncated output can be Figure Il-II shows the complete truncation error situa-
more easily seen in the frequency domain where, tion. This Truncation Error Cancellation circuit is an out-

Y(z) = X(Z)(_ aiz -i) / (1 - Y_bi z-i) growth of ESS and very much resembles a double preci-
- E(z)(1 - _ Kiz-i) / (1 - ][ biz-i) (13a) sion implementation. The Ki are no longer trivial so the

hardware multiplier must be used. Notice that a new sec-
As can be seen from (13a), the coefficients, Ki, only end degree source of truncation error, e(2)(n), has been in-

operate on the truncation error and do not adversely af- Iroduced as a result of the non-trivial error feedback multi-
feet the transfer of X(z) in any way. Through a discern- pliers. This new error source arises because the error
ing choice of the Ki, we can place zeroes in the trunca- feedback multiplications now produce 32 bit products. We
tion noise transfer (in the "error function" [39]) right on must truncate the 16 LSBs when we combine the MSBs of
the unit circle to completely squelch audible truncation the error accumulation with the least significant word of
noise in the immediate vicinity of those zeroes. A tabu- the signal accumulation. Since this truncation of the trun-
lation of viable K i versus their normalized frequency re- cation-error-accumulation is ideally 32 bits below full
gion of impact is given in Table 1. In the table, "once/ scale, we can expect this second degree error to reside at
twice" refers to the number of times an error feedback approximately -186dB in level. We could justifiably ignore
zero is encountered in the evaluation of the truncation e(2)(n) for many applications, but we can never ignore the

noise transfer as the upper half of the unit circle is tm- output truncation error, e(n), for serious digital filter work.
versed in the z-plane. In the case of second order error This second degree truncation error will only become a
feedback, the number is usually once; it can only be problem if the amplification of it by the system poles raises
twice when the conjugate zero is in close proximity. A it above the signal noise floor (-90dB). Let's see what is

popular choice of zero location is at 0=0 (DC) because happening in Figure 11-II in the frequency domain. If we
then the impact in the audible frequency region is dou- define the truncation error accumulation, e(n), as we did
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for the filteroutputsignal, widthof the feedbacksignalpaths,physicallyor effective-
ly (via Error Spectrum Shaping techniques), diminishes the

e(n) = _(n)+ e(e)(n) (14a) amplitude of these oscillations. The results in [31] show
where, thatTruncationErrorCancellationeliminateslimitcycles

le(2)(n)l<< le(n)l (14b) in second order digital filters; hence we solve both the
truncation noise recirculation problem and the limit cy-

then the tmncatedoutput signal in Figure ll-II has the fre. cleproblem at once.
quency domain representation,

I-3.3 FILTER TRANSFER FUNCTION ANOMALIES

Y(z) = X(z)(_ aiz-i ) / (1 - ]_ bi z4) Another benefit of Truncation Error Cancellation or
-E(z) Feedbackis that the filter transferfunctionbecomes
-E(2)(z)/(1 -]_ biz'i) (17a) much less dependent on absolute signal level. Recall

from linear circuit theory that a time-invariant filter trans-
where E(z) is the output truncation noise at the 16bit level, fer is theoretically independent of the input signal level.
and E(2)(z) is the truncation-error-accumUlation truncation Using no error feedback however, transfer anomalies can
noise at the 32 bit level. If we were to use a 24 bit proces- be observed at low (constan0 input-signal levels in digi-
sor, we could expect IE(2)(z)lto be at least 234 dB below hal filters; indeed, a time-varying response can be ob-
unity (i.e., at the 40 bit level) before it experienced amplifi- served under the proper conditions for a fixed frequency
cation by the system poles. In this case, we could rightly input sinusoid. This nonlinear phenomenon is a direct
ignore it for most all applications. It is for this reason that a consequence of the digitization of the audio signal in the
24-bit processor in conjunction with Truncation Error Can- filter.
cellation is recommended for high fidelity digital audio
work. I-3.4 FORCED OVERFLOW OSCILLATIONS

Once the digital filter output saturates (clips), under pro-
I-3 NONLINEAR PHENOMENA gram control, its behaviour again becomes nonlinear. Fig-

urel5 shows only the feedback portion of a second order
I-3.1 OVERFLOW OSCILLATIONS digital triter having a saturatorat its output;the truncators

If we do nothing about overflow when it occurs at the and the feedforward paths are not essential to this discus-
output of a digital filter (we are not talking about interme- sion. Figurel6 shows a typical time domain response of
diate overflows), then the circuit will enter into a nonlinear this second order digital filter overdriven by a sinusoid.
state. If and when it appears to fully recover, the digital ill- The input is present for this type of response which ex-
ter may still be trapped in a weakly nonlinear mode; un- plains the term 'forced'.
wanted oscillations may be autonomously present. The Unfortunately, the use of ESS does not solve this prob-
overflow oscillation problem is completely solved by satu- lem; neither does it exacerbate the oscillations. To return to
rating the filter output upon detection of overflow there, as normal behaviour, the input signal level needs to be re-
in Figure15. ducedto wellbelowthat whichelicitedtheresponse,in

The proper way to detect output overflow is by examina- some cases. Figure 17 shows the stability triangle having
tion of the MSBs of the output accumulator atand above the coefficient region shaded for which overflow oscilla-
the first sign bit [39,Appendix2]. If the MSBs are different, tions are a potential problem. Although there appear nulls
overflow has occurred (the output is not within the first in the problem region, at this time it seems that the only vi-
modulo) and the proper sign is probably that of the accu- able solution is to reduce the input signal level. Further re-
mulator MSB. The MSBs directly indicate the current search is required in this area.
modulo. If there were physical headroom bits, the detec-
tion of overflow would be theft intended Purpose. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

We never want the accumulator to autonomously satu- We would like to extend special thanks to Abbie Cohen
rate because then we would not be taking advantage of and Ingeborg Stochmal of the AES for the fastidious edit-
Jackson's rule and infinite headroom. We discourage the ing, and typeset of the equations in the original 1988
use of traditional overflow detection employing the carry November Journal publication.
bit in the status register because it does not indicate when
we have returned to the first modulo. ERRATA

We would like to note further discussion of the original
I-3.2 LIMIT CYCLES paper, published in the 1988November Journal, which ap-

Limit cycles are omnipresent autonomous oscillations pears in a subsequent Journal Letters, dealing with the top-
caused by finite precision arithmetic in the signal feedback ic of second degree truncation error using Truncation Error
paths. This phenomenon is a concern with any new imple- Cancellation. There were also some errors which appeared
mentation. The possibility of the presence of limit cycles in the original paper.
for a particular architecture can be predicted as a function 1) Table 1, pg.863.
of coefficient value, although it is not the coefficients Fourth entry: should read 're/3Once'
themselves that activate the nonlinearity. Increasing the (not 'Twice').
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Fifth entry: should read '2 rd3Once' The Sigma-Delta process, in simple terms, spreads the
(not 'Twice'). quanfization noise of a very low resolution flash A/D con-

A new (eighth) entry: Kl = 0, K 2 = -1, verter over a broad region covering several MegaHertz,
Region 8 = _/'2 Once. and then shapes that noise via feedback of filtered quan-

2) Section 2.5.1, prgh.2, line 15, pg.864, fized signal. The output of the low resolution A/D convert-
Little_ shouldbe squared, er is presentedto the decimationfilter whose task it is to

3)pg.870, takethe lowresolutionhighspeedsamplesandconvert
First equation at top left of page: should read them to high resolution low speed samples.
ci + binary code(eci)/(2qc2q c) -- CFi
An asterisk should appear in the caption for I1-1THEORY

Fig. 14
preceding 'See TMS ...' Il-1.0 DECIMATION
4) Section 4.1.2, prgh.1, pg.872. Our one-bit A/D converter is running at 3.072 MHz. The

Delete lines 21 through 24; i.e. delete, desired sample rate is 48kl-Iz.We then have a decimation
'worsens when...... problem' ratio of 64. If we use an FIR filter to perform the decima-

5) pg.874, tion, then the current decimator output is not dependent on
The approximation to h(n) equation should previous outputs because of the nonrecursive structure.

take the absolute value on the left hand side. There is, therefore, no filter output truncation noise reck-
6) Section 1.2.2, last paragraph, line 11,pg.858; culation to worry about. In the time domain we are allowed

should read: 'gain and less. The responsibility...' to literally throw away 63 out of every 64 output samples
calculated. In fact, it is not even necessary to calculate

PART II- FIR those 63 intermediate samples. If we use only one FIR fil-
er to perform the decimation from the 3.072MHz rate to

THE IMPLEMENTATIONOF A ONE-STAGEMULTI- the48kHz rate, thenwe saythatwe aredecimatingin one
RATE64:1 FIR stage.

Other commercialimplementations[44] [47] [50] [51]
DECIMATORFOR USE IN ONE-BIT SIGMA-DELTA of the decimatorcompriseseveralsmall moving average
A/D APPLICATIONS type FIR stagesin cascade,operatingat a'much higher

rate.This is a goodapproachbut theattractionto the one-
stageapproachis the small areaof silicon upon which a
large ROM canbe constructed(ROM is cheap),and the

JON DATTORRO,ALBERT CHARPENTIER, & high aliasrejectionat the first foldover frequency(-I10(IB
DAVID ANDREAS at 28kHz for a 48kI-Iz sample rate). We have found that

2048 22-bit coefficients are required at 3 MHz to reach the
theoretical performance level of a 16 bit A/D converter,
which agrees with Adams'[47] assessment of about 4000

ENSONIQCorporation coefficients at 6MHz.

Figure 18 shows the process of decimation in the fre-
II-0 INTRODUCTION quency domain. In Figure 18(a) a fictitious baseband au-

Sigma-Delta modulation is emerging as a preferred alter- dio spectrum is shown out to 3.072MHz with its first
native to successive approximation techniques for analog replication. The prime on the frequency argument de-
to digital conversion [42]-[53]. The Sigma-Delta system notes the high sample rate. Figurel8(b) shows the FIR
can, conceptually, be divided into two distinct parts: the transfer. The original spectrum is multiplied by the FIR
analog front end (the one-bit modulator), and the digital transfer at the high sample rate (not shown) correspond-
decimation filter. The decimation filter outputs the desired ing to the convolution in the time domain. Note that
digital signal. This paper concerns itself with the imple- while the stopband attenuation of the FIR is high, it is
mentation of the decimation filter only, when presented not absolute zero. We can infer that the quality of the
with a one-bit stream from the front end flash converter (a decimation is somehow related to the absolute spectral
lone comparator). The advantages of the binary state signal level of that out-of-band (the 24kHz -> 3MHz region)
are capitalized on in this design, material and the degree to which it becomes attenuated.

The attraction to Sigma-Delta A/D converters in terms of This is true, since when we throw away 63 out of 64
hardware, is the relaxedconstraints on the input anti-alias samples, the spectrum in Figure 18(c) resultswhich
filter and the lack of the need for a sample/hold circuit, shows aliasing as a result of the decimation. The aliases
The foremost theoretical reason for the preference of Sig- are shifted replications of the filtered 3.072MHz spec-
ma-Delta is the fact that [51] as the signal level goes down, trum. We need to know the total accumulation of un-
the harmOniC distortion increases at a much slower rate. wanted alias distortion. First note some incidentals con-

This is primarily due to the superb linearity of the analog ceming the aliases: 1) there are only 63 aliases into the
front end. In the one-bit case, the linearity easily exceeds audio baseband [40], 2) the baseband spectrum remains
that of the best successive approximation designs, symmetrical after decimation.
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I1-1.1DECIMATORALIAS NOISE this plot is 1.536MHz and so the signal, at exactly
To determine the amount of alias distortion, we need to 1.500kHz, is scrunched up against the left hand side. Fig-

know whether the out of band signal is correlated or un- ure22 shows the audio band only, of the same modulator
correlated to the base band audio signal. If the out of output. The in-band noise power spectral density, Sa, is a
band signal were correlated with the audio signal, the little higher than we would like but this is compensated in
amount of aliasing noise in power spectral level could be equation (II-3) by the lower out-of-band noise, M. Figure
as bad as 101og(632S_)[22,chap.3-4], or 36dB over Sx, 23(a) shows the audio band of the simulated decimator
where SMis the power spectral density of the FIR filtered output, post-decimation, in response to the modulator out-
out-of-band signal prior to decimation. Refer to Fig- put of Figure 21. This part of the simulation was per-
urelg. It becomes the job of the Sigma-Delta analog formed using all integer arithmetic. Figure 23(a) repre-
front end to make sure that the out of band signal is un- sents a 21 bit decimator output. Figure23(b) represents a
correlated. In this case the amount of aliasing noise is 16 bit decimator output. The character (or correlation) of
approximately 101og(63Sx), or 18dB over Sx. This alias the noise floor after truncation to 16 bits depends totally
noise, 63Sx, is combined as the sum of the squares with on the modulator design which can be considered to be a
the in-band pre-decimation noise power spectral density, pre-dithered noise shaping system. Harmonic distortion is
Sq, to get the total post-decimation noise power spectral more likely here because the 1-bit sinusoid frequency is a
densityin-band, sub-multipleof48kHz.

Figures 21, 22, and 23 are estimates of power spectral

Sy= Sq+63Sx. (II-l) density [4,chap.III. The size of the FFr required for ade-
quate spectral resolution was 65536 points. Although our

To reach the noise performance of a 16bit converter, we plots of (power) spectral density use decibels on the ordi-
need at least 90dB S/N in the 24kHz baseband. The noise narc, they should not be confused with "noise power"
power, N, refers to the integral of the total noise power which is the integral of spectral density.
spectral density, Sy. In the time domain, this means that the
RMS level of the noise is such that only theLSBwould 11-1.2DECIMATOR FILTER SHAPE
ever be toggled in response to the noise alone. In the fre- To get 126dB of attenuation requires at least 21 bits (as-
quency domain it means that the power spectral density, suming 6dB per bit) of resolution in the FIR Coefficients.
Sy, should have a level of about -140dB [22,chap.6-2] with We can understand this intuitively by realizing that the FIR
respect to a unity level sinusoid. Refer to Figure 20. The filter coefficients are quantized samples of the impulse re-
total noise power can be estimated in the frequency domain sponse of the desired filter. If the quantizafion RMS noise
over a 24kI-Izbandwidth as follows: floor of the coefficients exceeds the desired stopband level,

then it is not likely that the _ter will meet specifications.

Z4km For example, in order that a one-bit signal be attenuated10log(N) = 10log( oSydO = -96dB (1I-2) downward 21 bits, the mathematics at the 21 bit level must
be accurate. Obviously, the greater the precision in the cai-

when Sy = 10-140/10[V2/Hz] culations, the more this will be true. The noise floor at 21
bits, then, is the lower bound, while some number of bits in

We can now determine the required FIR attenuation. Re- excess of 21 becomes the upper bound on the number-of-
ferring to Figure 19, using (1I-1) and realizing that bit criterion for accurate high attenuation Faltering.

Another way to look at this is in analogy to IIR filters.

Sx = 10(M+HF)/10[V2/I-Iz] Recall that the coefficient resolution of an IIR filter pti-
then, marilydeterminesdeviationfrom the shapeof thede-

sired filter; the same is true for FIR. This can be seen

I HF_=101og(Sy-Sq)-18-M[dB] (1I-3) easily by taking the Fourier transform of the digital im-
pulse response.

;for Sq< Sy In reality, the 21 bit impulse response does not utilize
the whole quantization spaceand we can lose as much as

where M is the level of the out-of-band pre-decimation about 4.4 dB from the theoretical limit. For this reason
modulator noise power spectral density in dB (about - we will use 22 bit coefficients to guarantee 126dB atten-
34dB, [44], Figure 21), and H F is the (negative) FIR stop- uation. The 2048 quantized coefficients which comprise
band attenuation level in dB. When the noise contribution the FIR decimator are shown in Figure 24. The coeffi-

due to aliasing is only 18dB, and 101og(Sq) is about - cients were calculated on aVAX8700 at ENSONIQ us-
144dB, then we Findfrom (II-3) that the requiredFIR stop- ing a standard Parks/McClellan algorithm in quadruple
band level, Hr, is about -126dB. precision, and about 1 hour of CPU time. The FIR trans-

Figure 21 shows a simulated modulator output signal fer function is shown in Figure25; it was calculated us-
and noise floor inxesponse to an input sinusoid. The simu- ing an FFT on the 22 bit coefficients. Note that the nor-
lation was performed in floating point arithmetic. The out- malized passband width is only 0.0064 which yields a
of-band noise power spectral density, M, is lower than our -3dB point at 22kHz, and the attenuation is ll0dB at
conservative estimate of -34dB, above. The bandwidth of 28kHz. The transition region is therefore about 392dB
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per octave. A blowup of the passband is shown in Fig- the term, dg, in the normalized coefficients in (11-4c).CO
ute26;the ripple is negligible, is the floating point representationof a positive constant

Whose value is chosen such that N (=2048) times CO ex-
11-1.3FIR COEFFICIENTGAIN AND OFFSET ceeds the available accumulator dynamic range;i.e., in

The floating point coefficients out of the Parks/Mc- floating point,
Clellan algorithm are all much less than 1.0 in magni-
tude; interestingly enough, the algorithm produces a uni- NCO= (NI / 222)> g (II-7)
ty gain design which means that the gain is unity in the
passband. This means that we can introduce a gain into ;for I a trivial binary integer (a binary integer having
the passband if we desire to compensate some system only one nonzero digit). The purpose of COwill be to triv-
loss and/or to eliminate leading binary zeroes from the ially overflow the accumulator into another modulo; but al-
coefficients to increase their precision. If the minimum ways into the same place within the same modulo.
floating point value produced by the Parks/McClellan al- Expanding equation (II-6) we find,
gorithm is called rain (-0.00312), and the maximum val-
ue is called max (0.0148), then the maximum gain, g, y(n) = ]E{[gh(n)+ dg][x(n-k) + 0.5] + C0[1 - (x(n-k) +
that we could ever introduce while still maintaining 22 0.5)]}
bit precision is - g/2

(II-8a)
g < 1/(max-rain) (= 55.7) (II-4a) = 0.5g ]E {h(n)}- g/2

+ 5_{gh(n)x(n-k)+ 0.5dg + 0.5C0 + [dg - C0lx(n-k)} (II-
In our implementation we work with unsigned coeffi- 8b)

cients to simplify the hardware. In this case we need to add
an offset, The first two terms vanish because the Parks/McClellan

falterdesign is unity gain (the coefficient quantization pro-
d > -rain (II-4b) duces a tiny DC offset). Wecan only rid the last term if

to the floating point coefficients prior to introducing the CO=dg 0178c)
gain factor so as to make all the floating point coefficients
positive and to maximize the utilized quantization space. At this point we need to adjust d and g so that their prod-

The normalized impulse response is then, uct equals COexactly, for COconstrained as in (lI-7).If we
do this, then (II-8b) becomes,

hnorm(n)= {h(n) + d } g (II-4c)
y(n)= gZ{ h(n)x(n-k)}+NCO (11-9)

where h(n) are the floating point coefficients produced by
the design procedure, d is the floating point offset, and g is Note that the multiplication of two trivial binary integers
the floating point gain factor. The floating point coeffi- results in another trivial binary integer. Since NCo has
cients, hnonn(n), are all non-negative as a result of the off- been chosen to overflow the accumulator such that if the
set. They will later be encoded and then stored in ROM us- Xnorm(n-k)were all zero then the accumulator would be
lng 22 bits of precision but having no signbit. zero, then, in effect, NCOgoes away and we are left with

The desired (standard) floating point convolution is, the desired convolution times a gain factor.

yd.(n) = Z h(k)x(n-k) (I1-5) 11-1.4FIR ACCUMULATOR WIDTH
The accumulatorsize is not arbitrary; it mustbe cho-

Thecalculationwewill actuallyperformonchip is, sensuch that weknow which bits out of the accumulator
will be usedas the output bits. Since the normalizedfil-
ter uses unsigned Q22 coefficients having widths of 22

ly(n)= Z{hnonn0C)Xnorm(n-k)+C0[1-Xnorm(n-k)]} (II-6) bits, and the Q0 signal is one-bit, then at least a 22-bit
-g/2 accumulator is required, following the rule: Q22XQ0=

Q22, 22-bitSxl-bit= 23-1 redundant (in this case, super-
fluous) sign bit = 22 bits.

where, Xnorm(n-k) = 1or 0 = x(n) + 0.5 If the gain, g, in (II4c) were equal to 1, then a 22 bit ac-
x(n) = -0.5or 0.5 cumulator would be sufficient because the filter design is

unity gain. But, since the maximum allowable value of g,
Since the quantized signal, Xnorm(n), has only two which will not demand greater than 22-bit coefficient pre-

states, we can force no symmetry about zero. It has, there- cision, is 55.7 for our particular filter design (II4a), we
fore, a DC offset of 0.5 which should be subtracted out of choose g to be 25 (=32). This particular value of filter gain,
the accumulation. This is the purpose ofg/2 which is sub- g, serves to eliminate 5 leading binary zeroes from the co-
tracted after the completion of the accumulation. The sec- efficients, h(n), and establishes the number of extra bits re-
ond term in equation (11-6) involving Co will neutralize quired in the accumulator to be exactly 5, which brings us
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up to 27 bits. If there were a system loss to compensate, we long as (II-11a) is satisfied. But there is another constraint
could use a g of greater value (but less than 55.7), having on our choice of CO which raises the lower bound on the
no need to adjust theaccumulator width, subset sum.Whereas (II-10) insures normalized coeffi-

Finally, we want one more (guard) bit in the accumulator cients, the inequality (II-4b) insures that the coefficients
which we will use for overflow detection. (The proper way are all positive. From (iI-4b) we can derive,
to detect overflow is discussed in [39,Appendix 2] and in
section 1-3.1 here.) This brings us to the requirement of a (0.0998 _=)
28 bit accumulator.Theaccumulatoroutputcomprisesthe (-min)g< CO (II-lib)
MSBs excepting the guard bit.

We will setC0 as close as possible to -min/(max-min)
I1-1.4.1 BOOKKEEPING (-0.174) to maximize the conceivable range of g in (II-11);

Even though all the normalized coefficients were non-
negative, equation (II-9) indicates that the result, y(n), is CO= 0.0625 + 0.125 =2-4 + 2-3 =0.1875
a signed quantity because both h(n) and x(n) are signed.
After we account for the gain, g, the effective binary In general, choosing g any higher than 25 would require
point in the accumulator lays between the guard bit and another accumulator bit. If there were a system loss to
the 27th bit (calling the LSB the first bit). Since x(n) is compensate however, g can be chosen to exceed 25, and
bounded in magnitude by 0.5, and since the filter design then COcan be set according to (II-Il) without the need
was unity gain, then y(n) must obey the same bound. This for an extra accumulator bit. g is not constrained to be an
is the purpose of the -g/2 term in equations (I1-6) and integer. As long as (II-11) is complied, the coefficient off-
(II-8). Specifically, set, d, will effectively adjust itself, however g is adjusted,

to satisfy (II-Be).
-0.5 < y(n)/g < 0.5 In summary the Parks/McClellan floating point coeffi-

cients would be encoded in (unsigned) binary for storage in
We can now move the binary point one place right, ef- ROM using the following equation:

fectively multiplying by two, recovering the sign bit. The
28 bit accumulator ends up in Q26 format, binary code(hnonn(n)) = 222{gh(n) + CO}

11-1.5SPECIFIC VALUES OF FIR COEFFICIENT As a £malnote,to simplify the hardware,the termg/2 in
GAIN AND OFFSET equation(11-6)could be integratedinto COand thecoeffi-

The presentsectionis tediousand canbe skippedwith- cients, hnorm(k), which would eliminate the final sub-
out any loss of comprehension. It is included for the engi- Ixacter circuit. This affects the preceding math Which can
neer who wishes to pursue this design philosophy, be re-figured using d'=d-1/2N in place of d, and CO'= C0-

Equation (II-4a) expresses the maximum value of the ill- g/2N=d'g in place of C0. COwould still have the lower
ter gain, g, which occurs for a coefficient offset, d = -min. bound in (II-11a).
In general, to insure normalized coefficients bounded by 1,

11-2HARDWARE
g < 1/(max +d) (II-10)

11-2.0BRUTE FORCE IMPLEMENTATION
Using this equation, (II-Be), and tightening the bound in The speed requirements of a brute force implementa-

(1I-7) to account for the extra accumulator (guard) bit, we tion would be excessive for low power CMOS. Since the
can derive the following bounds on CO: input signal is one bit in width, we are performing only

conditional additions; no multiplications. At a 48kHz out-
2w/2zzN< CO< 1 - g(max) (= 0.526) put rate, the accumulation time would be 20.83uS /
(II-11a) 2048coefficients~10nS.Thisis aboutanorderof magni-

tude too fast. The decimation rate is 64. This means that

where W is the accumulator width, 22 is the desired coeffi- every 64,3.072MIlz clocks, we must output a new sam-
cient resolution, and N is the number of coefficients, pie. If We use the 3MHz system clock as the accumulator

For this particular implementation having a gain chosen clock, then we could only calculate one 64-tap FIR at the
to be 32, and our filter impulse response which, non-nor- 48kHz rate.
realized, has a max of about 0.0148 and a min of about - To solve this problem, we will use 32 parallel process-
0.00312, the only possible values of COare (in floating es all operating at the system rate of 3MHz [41][54].
point): Eachparallelprocess,operatingusinga timeskewof64

clocks with respect to its neighbor, will only be required
CO= dg = 2i/222N; for i = W, W+I, W+2, W+3, W+4 to output a sample every 2048 system clocks. Not more
= 0.03125, 0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5 than one parallel process will yield an output at any giv-

en time. In this manner, a sample will be output every
Actually, COcan be the sum of any subset of these val- 64-3MHz Clocks from a Successive parallel process. A1-

ues and still cause the accumulator to overflow trivially, as though the output rate will be 48kHz, each one of the
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parallel processes will be operating at an subsampled In this fashion all 32 multirate FIRs operate in time
output rate of only 1.500kHz. skew. The coefficient ordering is shown in Figure27. The

Formally, the structure we have described is called a stored coefficients become rotated in steps of 64 from
"multirate filter" [40] because the final output rate is not ROM to ROM.
the same as any one parallel process' output rate. The
structureis shownin Figure 27.Wewill omit theCOoffset 11-2.1.1CONCEPT - MULTIRATE PROCESS
compensation for clarity. The parallel processes are them- This section is theoretical and can be skipped without
selves FIR filters working at a 1.5kHz rate. It is interesting loss of continuity.
that the output of each of these slow FIRs can be combined The commutator in Figure 27 is the processing element
to form the desired output, yd.(n), with no aliasing due to that makes the decimator multirate. A simple time domain
1.5kHz replications. The time skew adds a phase factor to proof that the commutator can be used without unwanted
the transfer of each of the multirate FIRs so that their sum aliasing is as follows: Assume that yd.(n) is the desired
produces the desired result. It is also interesting to note that 48kI-Izrate (decimated by 64) signal which is known to be
the impulse response of the decimator at the 48kHz rate is good. Then
time-variant; there are 64 different impulse responses.

31

11-2.0.1CONCEPT - CONVOLUTION ya_(n)=_yp(q) ; n <_.>48kHz
The classical process of FIR filtering is formally de- p=0 ; q <_>1.5 kHz (11-12)

scribed as a convolution. The coefficients of the FIR filter

are simply the sampled impulse response of that filter, where yp(q) is the 1.5kHz rate signal (ya_(n) further sub-
Graphically, convolution means that the (symmetrical) FIR sampled by 32) from each parallel process;i.e.,
impulse response is time reversed, and then the input sig-
nal is shifted one system clock at a time underneath it. At yp(q)= y_(32q - p) (11-13)
every clock, the sum of the products of each sample and
the value of the impulse response directly above is comput- Then there will be no unwanted aliasing only if,
ed. Each sum constitutes an output sample. The process of
decimation allows us to throw away 63 out of every 64 n = 32q - p (11-14)
samples calculated. If we examine all of the multirate FIRs
at any one instant in time, we fred that they are each work- For an alternate proof in the frequency domain, see
ing with a coefficient set which is displaced 64 coefficients [40,Sec.4.2.1]. Essentially, the proof there can be boiled
fromeitherneighbor, downtofirsttime-shiftingthedesiredsequence,

11-2.1COMMUTATION z-pY_(z) (11-15)
Each of the 32 FIRs in Figure 27 has its own ROM,

complete with a redundant copy of the coefficients. Since and then subsampling (decimating further) by 32,
the signal is only one bit in width, it gates the coefficient
from the ROM into its associated accumulator. The accu- 31

mulators are all attached to a commutator. The commuta- Yp(z)=(1/32)_ e-J(w'2pik/32)pYd_(eJ(w-21fik/32)) (II-16)
tot 'spins' so that it selects another accumulator output at k=0
a 48kHz rate. When it reaches the last accumulator, it Then prove that:
goes back to the first. The counter operates at the 3MHz 31
rate and its 11bit output is used as the address to all the Y_(z)=[ Yp(z) (I1-17)
ROMs. The accumulators all work at the 3MHz rate. p=0

ROM #1 is organized having coefficient #1 at location
0. Starting from absolute time 0 with the first 1-bit signal 11-2.2MULTIPLEXING
sample, accumulator #1 (of FIR #1) will begin its compu- Figure 28 is more efficient in terms of ROM since there
tations starting with coefficient #1 which resides at loca- is no longer a duplication of it. The ROM is now segment-
tion 0 in ROM. 2048 signal samples later, it will be read ed having 32 outputs from 32 segments. Each segment
by the commutator and then zeroed only to begin its corn- holds 64 unique coefficients. The 6 LSBs from the 3MHz
putations again starting with the 2nd set of 2048 signal counter address all the ROM segments at once. Each seg-
samples, meritrunsthrougheachofits 64coefficientsat the3MI-Iz

Starting from absolute time 0, after 64 1-bit signal sam- rate and sends them to its respective output. The coeffi-
pies have arrived, we will expect accumulator #2 to begin cient segment assignment is shown. The multiplexers now
its computations using the coefficient #1; but the address route any one of their 32 22-bit inputs to their respective
from the counter is pointing to location 64. Therefore, lo- output. The routing is controlled by the 5MSBs out of the
cation 64 in ROM #2 must have coefficient #1 there. After counter at the 48kHz rate. The operation below the multi-
2048 more signal samples arrive, FIR #2's accumulator plexers is the same as before. The purpose of the multi-
will be read and then zeroed, and the whole process will plexers is to perform the coefficient rotation. Looking at
repeat, multiplexer #1, we see that the segments are ordered into it
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(left to right) starting with segment #1. Multiplexer #2 or- ters), vol.32, p.889, November 1984
ders the segments such that segment #32 is in the first (left- [2]-[37] found in [39]
most) input while segment #1 is the second input. This [39] Jon Dattorro, "The Implementation of Recursive
agrees with the reasoning we used to order the coefficients DigitalFilters for High-Fidelity Audio", Journal of the Au-
in Figure 27. dio Engineering Society, vol.36, no. ll, p.851, November

1988

11-2.3VLSI [40] R. E. Crochiere and L. R. Rabiner, Multirate Digi-
The actual physical organization is shown in Figure 29. tal Signal Processing,(Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,

There, all the multiplexers have been replaced by one bar- NJ, 1983)
rel shifter. The multiplexer input wiring in Figure 28 was [41] Max W. Hauser, Robert W. Brodersen, "Monolithic
quite hairy. The barrel shifter in Figure 29 takes any one of Decimation Filtering for Custom Delta-Sigma AiD Con-
its 32 inputs and routes it to any one of its 32 outputs. The verters", IEEE International Conference on ASSP, 1988,
wiring external to the barrel shifter is greatly simplified. VolumeIII (D), pg.2005
Intemally, the barrel shifter embodies a type of matrix or- [42] Ning He, Andres Buzo, and Federico Kuhlmann,
ganization. The ROM is still segmented as before, con- "Multi-Loop Sigma-Delta Quantization: Spectral Analy-
trolled by the 6 LSBs out of the counter at the 3MHz rate. sis", IEEE International Conference on ASSP, 1988, Vol-
The accumulators are now aligned vertically one above the ume III (D), pg.1870
other to form a more compact silicon structure. [43] Sasan H. Ardalan, "Analysis of Delta-Sigma Modu-

The actual VLSI realization uses a bit-wise organization lators with Bandlimited Gaussian Inputs", IEEE Interna-
such that bit 0, for example, for all the coefficients in the tional Conference on ASSP, 1988, Volume III (D), pg.1866
ROM, all the barrel shifter inputs, and for all the accumu- [44] D.R. Welland, B.P. Del Signore, E.J. Swanson,
lators, are aligned in one column. This allows easy decom- CRYSTAL Semiconductor Corp., Austin, Texas, et Al., "A
position for coefficients of varying widths. Stereo 16-Bit Delta-Sigma A/D Converter for Digital Au-

The advantages of this design include an easy stereo im- dio", The 85th Convention of the AES, Nov. 1988, Reprint
plementation; all that must be done is to double the number g2724 (H-12), also Journal Audio Eng. Soc., Vol.37,No.6,
of accumulators. The ROM and barrel shifter are shared 1989June, pg.476
for any number of channels. The present implementation [45] Timothy F. Darling, Malcolm J. Hawksford, "Over-
has 64 accumulators for stereo operation. Every 4 accumu- sampled Analogue-To-Digital Conversion for Digital Au-
lators comprise one multiplexed accumulator. We estimate dio Systems", The 85th Convention of the AES, Nov.
the dimensions at about 140 X 180 mils. 1988, Reprint #2740 (H-11)
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